Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Triton Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Keorn says:
#::Piloting experimental shuttle approaching SB 412::

MO_Brooks says:
::Sitting at an auxiliary station, staring intently at a screen of trivial data::

CEO_Jarek says:
::At engineering station::

FCO_Soree says:
::Plots course to swing around Breen fleet toward SB 412::

OPS_Miaek says:
::Falls to the floor::

CO_Weaver says:
::Sitting at tactical, watching the short-range sensors for any traffic::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Reroutes extra power to weapons and shields::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::On Breen ship's bridge at a gray console near the back, trying to fit in, without blowing up the ship by pressing any strange looking buttons::

CO_Weaver says:
::Turns at the thud to see Miaek, fallen onto the floor::  Self:  Just what we needed...

CEO_Jarek says:
MO:  Check on Miaek he's out

MO_Brooks says:
::Slips out of her chair, catches her medkit on the way, and sits by Miaek, unlatching her medkit::

OPS_Miaek says:
::sits up holding head and looks around the ship::

CO_Weaver says:
::Shrugs and turns back to his station::  MO:  Let me know what happened to him...

XO_Keorn says:
#::Light blinks on panel:: Self:  What the...

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Since the Breen fleet is maintaining warp 5 we'll only be able to keep pace; can't pass them.

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks over at the MO::  MO: I'm all right, just got a little dizzy

CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Do the best you can...can't press this thing too hard.  What's our current speed?

MO_Brooks says:
::Removes her tricorder, activates it, then begins moving the detachment slowly up and down in front of him, taking readings::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Holding at 5.2 sir.

MO_Brooks says:
::While watching her tricorder readout:: OPS: Wait a moment.  ::Taps a button::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Adjusts the inertial dampener::

OPS_Miaek says:
MO:  I'm all right  ::looks back at the CO::

Breen_Captain says:
@::walks around the bridge of his ship, looking over the various readouts, pausing near the aft station to investigate something, the continues::

CO_Weaver says:
::Nods to Soree and turns back to the tactical data::  ::Over his shoulder::  OPS:  Stay put until Brooks can confirm that.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Sir if you want extra power when we meet the Breen, we should slow to Warp 5.0

XO_Keorn says:
#::brings up Comm systems:: COM: This is the I.K.S. Korain to unidentified vessel, what is the nature of your emergency  ::COM systems don't 
respond::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::taps some buttons, looking for a language translator she can recognize::

FCO_Soree says:
CO:  Can hit 5.6 for a while but can't hold that for long.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Just got a little dizzy sir, nothing more

MO_Brooks says:
::Studies the tricorder another instant:: OPS: You'll wait, please.  ::Still quiet.  Eventually looks up:: What happened just before you fell?

CO_Weaver says:
CEO:  For now, we'll be all right.  I should hope we won't be running into the Breen for some time.

CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Maintain current speed, then.  ::Swivels his chair around to Miaek this time::  OPS:  Fine.  Just be quiet and let the doctor take care of things.

XO_Keorn says:
#::Switches COMM systems to Theta Band and applies code breaking algorithms and tries again::

CO_Weaver says:
::Turns once more to tactical::

OPS_Miaek says:
MO:  Like I said, I got a little dizzy, could have been the suit pressure

CEO_Jarek says:
CO:  Aye sir

XO_Keorn says:
#Computer: Find the source of the signal that we intercepted

CMO_Izartti says:
@::tries to pull up a mental image of the transporter bands she handed out before the mission started.. and the button sequence::

MO_Brooks says:
::Looks into her medkit and removes a small round device:: OPS: That's all right... But I want you to wear this cortical monitor until we can return to a full medical facility. 
All right?

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks at the MO firm in the eyes:: MO:  Your scans show i'm all right, can I return to my duties?

FCO_Soree says:
CO:  New ship on edge of our LRS.

CO_Weaver says:
::Sees a blip appear::  FCO:  I have it.  ::Tries to get a better reading, but it's too far out::

FCO_Soree says:
CO:  Heading our way... so it seems.

FCO_Soree says:
::tries to keep the Mustang at edge of Breen sensors::

CO_Weaver says:
::Nods again::  CEO:  See if you can finally break through to raise that vessel.

Breen_Captain says:
@::looks back at the confused looking soldier at the back of the bridge::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Piggybacks Fed signal under broadband comms:: COM: Shuttle:  To any ship in the area this is a test flight for a non-combat shuttle

MO_Brooks says:
::Not bothering to meet his gaze:: OPS:  So long as you allow me to place this at the base of your skull, and don't remove it.

FCO_Soree says:
Self:  At this rate we'll all arrive at SB 412 together.

OPS_Miaek says:
MO:  Fine, just as long as it doesn't interfere

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: Take the helm I'll handle weapons, deploy the armor and be ready to engage the tri-phasic shields

OPS_Miaek says:
::Gets back into the OPS Station chair::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::pushes a finger under the sleeve entrance to touch her transporter band, hoping she remembers the right button for the transponder::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  What can I do sir?

Breen_Captain says:
@::Walks slowly to the back of the bridge and barks out something roughly translating to "Are you ok?", to the confused looking soldier::

XO_Keorn says:
#<Copilot> Keorn: Aye sir.  If I may sir your family will have a hard time prospering without you leading us.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Transfers 20% power from shields and weapons to engine systems::

MO_Brooks says:
OPS: It won't.  ::Places it to his neck, taps a button to activate it, then calibrates it with her tricorder before returning to her chair with her medkit::

CMO_Izartti says:
@BreenCO: Sir?

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: My brother will do well, his mind for tactics and for weapons will advance our family more than you believe

CMO_Izartti says:
@::surprised at the COs question directed at her::

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Just remain at your post for now, since she says you're all right.  ::Had been paying half-attention to Brooks' comments behind him::

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: Increase speed to max and set a intercept course for the point the computer designated

OPS_Miaek says:
::resumes search for the CMO scanning the Breen ships::

Breen_Captain says:
@Izartti: Do you have a problem.  You do not seem competent with the use of that console.

FCO_Soree says:
::checks position with Federation navigation buoy and growls in frustration::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: it seems our friends have yet to raise shields

MO_Brooks says:
::Taps into the science station and begins to reroute copies of the science readouts to her station::

CO_Weaver says:
::Returns his attention more fully to his console::  OPS:  Seems that way.  They're very confident..

OPS_Miaek says:
::begins a ship by ship scan for the CMO::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::taps some buttons on the console as it beeps at her:: Breen CO: Aye.... just refamiliarizing myself with the controls.

Breen_Captain says:
@::turns to the side to acknowledge a report of a small Klingon shuttle on sensors::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  If the good doctor remembers to put on the transponder, should be easy to find her

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: How long to the point the computer found?

CO_Weaver says:
::Watching that unidentified blip very carefully::  OPS:  Possibly.  Depends on whether the signal can cut through the jamming waves the Breen are sending out.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Narrows the band width to the comm, intensifies the signal::

Breen_Captain says:
@::glowers through his helmet::  Izartti: You should be more careful with the environmental controls.

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: We will have them on short range sensors in seconds.  We will be in tactical range in a minute and a half

OPS_Miaek says:
::finds a signal coming from one of the lead ships::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Gets beeped at angrily by the console. Glares down at it. Then taps another sequence in.:: Breen CO: Right

CO_Weaver says:
::Half-turns to Soree, watching Tac out of the corner of his eye::  FCO:  Where in the world does that ship intend to go?  Right into the heart of the Breen flotilla?

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: I have altered the Communications array we may be able to break through

XO_Keorn says:
#::repeats hail of non-aggression with Fed signal hidden within it::

OPS_Miaek says:
::narrows the signal pattern::  CO:  I believe I've found her sir

MO_Brooks says:
::While replacing her equipment into her medkit, scrolls through the last two hours of scans...space dust, residual radiation, ion trails from the fleet...::

CO_Weaver says:
::Turns his chair more back toward his station::  CEO:  Good work;  keep it up.  OPS:  Location?

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Thought the fool was coming to us... no idea what he' doing now.

OPS_Miaek says:
::brings up the targeting array for the transport and sends the coords to the CO::  CO: take a look

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: You may try at your discretion

Breen_Captain says:
@Izartti: Just do a better job than the last soldier who sat there.  His fate was not pleasant.

XO_Keorn says:
#::hidden comms:: COM: Shuttle: This is Cmdr Keorn I understand that you may not be able to send a signal or you will give away your position I am here to assist if you need a quick way out of here

CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Foolish or overconfident, one or the --  ::Sees the comm light going off and quickly opens up the message::

CMO_Izartti says:
@Breen CO: Ah is that right. I'll remember that.

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: Veer around the Breen fleet and use their wake to stay undetected

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  I can pinpoint the ship, but not her exact location

XO_Keorn says:
#<Copilot> Keorn: Aye

CO_Weaver says:
::Hears the message...recognizes Keorn's voice::  OPS:  Find out how they managed to mask their signal, and see if we can do the same.

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Keorn? Sounds Klingon to me... hope he has some fresh food.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Their ships have a bio signature, we could never use that technology with this ship

Breen_Captain says:
@::walks away, but tells one of the security officers to keep an eye on the soldier he was talking to::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Shuttle passes close to outside ship and turns sharply falling into their wake::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Finds an English translating program & runs it silently on top of the console, to see what she's doing.::

MO_Brooks says:
::Begins an analysis of the Breen fleet ion trails and pulls up recorded ion trail patterns from previous Breen encounters, wondering if perhaps a standard engine 
modification from the renegade fleet could be detected::

CO_Weaver says:
::Distractedly shuts off the comm and looks back to the Breen fleet...far too much going on at this point::

OPS_Miaek says:
::walks over to the CO::  CO: a word sir....

Breen_Captain says:
@::stalks over to the sensor station as an officer reports that the Klingon shuttle has gone out of range::

CO_Weaver says:
::Sighs and turns to Miaek::  OPS:  Problem, Lieutenant?

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  I have an idea to get the CMO, and do some damage to the fleet

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Let's hear it.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Maneuver toward that Klingon?

Breen_Captain says:
@::orders the helm to adjust course slightly to reacquire the shuttle on sensors::

CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Not just yet.  Maintain heading.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Send an away team over to recover the doctor and set charges in the ship

FCO_Soree says:
CO: ::Nods:: Aye sir.

XO_Keorn says:
#Computer: Are the Ion trails from the Breen fleet masking our signature from their sensors?

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Ties into the SRS readings from tactical, but not taking over the Science or Tac consoles. Looking to find the Mustang::

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Great, now the OPS wants to perform a suicide mission... no way we can get in and out fast enough.

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  That's rather risky.  If the Breen raise shields, we can't get the team back off.  Maybe we could try something else...  ::Looks across the bridge::  CEO:  Jarek, 
come over here a moment.

XO_Keorn says:
#<Computer> Keorn: Yes the Breen cannot detect this ship

CEO_Jarek says:
::Walks to the CO::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Yes sir

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  If we were to say land on the ship and power down, we could become apart of the ship, if they raised shields, no problem

MO_Brooks says:
::Brings the readings up side by side, then glances away from the station at the activity in the Mustang::

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  It would work, correct Commander?

XO_Keorn says:
#::brings photo sensors online and begins compiling Morse code into the computer::

CO_Weaver says:
::Raises a hand to Miaek a moment::  CEO:  Do you know whether there is any way to modify our sensors to put out false lifesign readings, say, if the Breen were to scan us?  I thought perhaps a few of us could reattire the thermal suits, and pose as some Breen who've captured the Mustang...might get us close enough to beam the CMO off that ship.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  That is too risky sir, then the ship would be noticed

CEO_Jarek says:
::Thinks for a moment::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: The Korain is about 550 km off our starboard, same heading.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Give me a moment and I think I can manage that

CMO_Izartti says:
::Gently pokes into the Breen database, checking to see if any information surfaces on this mission::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Begins sending alphabet via Morse code to Mustang::

CEO_Jarek says:
::walks to engineering station::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  that would have to question where the ship came from, too risky sir

CEO_Jarek says:
::Checks database for all Breen medical data::

FCO_Soree says:
::Sees light flashes on sensors:: CO: Sir... the Klingon is signaling.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Not sure what it means... checking data base.

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Simple.  We explain that this is the ship we found orbiting the Breen base planet earlier.  We found it on the surface and...  Just a moment.  FCO:  What is it?  
::Turns back to tactical::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Sets sensor to feed back Breen life signatures::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Notes the term "master plan" on a few source records.::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Should I prepare an away team?

FCO_Soree says:
CO: ::shrugs:: The code doesn't mean anything to me... ::checks console for computer results::

CO_Weaver says:
::Shakes his head::  OPS:  Not just yet.  I'll consider this further.  Back to your station, for now.  ::Pulls up the comm, checking the code::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Looks up to see where those security guys are. Looks back at the console & tries a little more::

FCO_Soree says:
::Eyes widen at information on console:: CO: Some ancient Earth code... Morse?

XO_Keorn says:
#Morse COMMS: Shuttle: Federation ship you are being followed by many Breen vessels that are reported to be rogue.  If you need assistance escaping them or trying to disable them I am in position to assist.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Walks back to the OPS Station::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: We all should don our Breen suits and hope that between the two we can pull this off

MO_Brooks says:
::Listens to the captain and operations officer another moment, then turns her attention back to the sensor data::

OPS_Miaek says:
::monitors the CMO signal::

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks over toward OPS for assistance::

CO_Weaver says:
::Smirks a tad at that::  FCO:  Leave it to him to use Morse code...I'll type up a message to send back.

CEO_Jarek says:
Self : How 20th century::

OPS_Miaek says:
FCO:  How can I assist you Lt.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: ::shifts glance to CO:: Aye sir.

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: Seems the CO has it now... Lieutenant.

OPS_Miaek says:
FCO: acknowledged

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Actually, go ahead.  I'll continue working on things with Jarek, and you can handle the comm.  ::...still not used to this::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: Aye Sir

CO_Weaver says:
Self:  Where was I... ::Shakes his head and winces a bit::  Right, plan..uhm... ::Looks back to Tactical a moment, and tries to collect his thoughts::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Watches the translator nearly have a heart attack with foreign words, but comes around. thinks as she analyzes data: 'SB412; shadow, master'::

CO_Weaver says:
Self:  Oh..!  CEO:  Jarek, right.  Do you think my suggestion will work?

OPS_Miaek says:
::thinks back to the academy training::  FCO: send this message to him, hold position till further notice

FCO_Soree says:
::Having just gotten back into the ill-fitting Breen suit he keeps shifting trying to get comfortable.::

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: If they decide to tractor us we can't be spooked

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: It'll have to be thinking on our feet ...sir

FCO_Soree says:
::Mutters:: Hope I don't have to put that foul smelling helmet back on.

CO_Weaver says:
CEO:  That is a consideration...hmm.  We've done all right so far;  let's see what Keorn has to say about this.

CEO_Jarek says:
CO: Yes sir

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: With what? Our landing lights?

XO_Keorn says:
#MorseComms: Shuttle: If you have laser communication capability this ship is capable of receiving.  Awaiting message.

MO_Brooks says:
::Props her feet up on an unused chair, still letting the science information pass before her eyes, wondering if there really is any chance of retrieving Izartti::

OPS_Miaek says:
FCO:  use your imagination Lt.  that just need to see or hear a Morse signal

CO_Weaver says:
::Looks back to Miaek::  OPS:  Anything new?

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Negative, still trying

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  This ship equipped with laser communication?

FCO_Soree says:
Self: Hmmm... lets see if the comm will work with the laser thing.  ::punches some buttons::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Adjusting now

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: One moment

CO_Weaver says:
::Gets the rest of his Breen suit ready::  MO:  Brooks, a moment...

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Try it now  Lt.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  Are we taking lead?

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: Message sent.

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Aye.  Inform them as such.

OPS_Miaek says:
FCO:  Very good Lt.

MO_Brooks says:
::Glances up a moment, then drops her feet off the chair and stands up:: CO: Yes, Commander?

FCO_Soree says:
Self: So, we do this for the one, not the many... some would not agree.

FCO_Soree says:
::Reaches out with his left foot, snags the helmet and pulls it to the base of his chair.::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Did you get through Lt.?

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Can you open a channel for me?  MO:  You have the option of either getting the Breen suit back on, or heading to the back and posing as a captured Starfleet 
officer.  Up to you.

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  Aye, Lt. Mahg sent the message, waiting on confirmation

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: Anything yet

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: to the shuttle or the Breen?

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  The shuttle.

OPS_Miaek says:
::brings up the laser::  CO:  Begin when ready

Host BreenCaptain says:
@CMO: I trust you are no longer having trouble with your console

CMO_Izartti says:
@::closes off the database & sensor maps, hearing footsteps:: Breen CO: Ah, no sir... I figured it out

CO_Weaver says:
COM:  Korain:  This is the Mustang.  Listen, my CMO is over there on one of those ships...if we head in to get her out, we may need some cover fire on the return trip.

MO_Brooks says:
::Considers a moment, negating at this time the fact she never actually had to wear the Breen suit:: CO: Certainly...I'll play the tower-character.  ::Before he can wonder:: Ah, the back will serve as a brig?

Host BreenCaptain says:
@CMO: You were studying the mission.  Good

FCO_Soree says:
Self: "one of those ships"?  We going to visit them all?

CO_Weaver says:
::Smirks::  MO:  Where else?

CMO_Izartti says:
@Breen CO: Yes, I was. Just wanted to be prepared.

XO_Keorn says:
#COM: Mustang: Weaver:  It is good to hear your voice.  Let me know how and where to help and I will

Host BreenCaptain says:
@CMO: The master would be proud.  All should know our goal

FCO_Soree says:
Self: This crew IS suicidal.

MO_Brooks says:
::Stares a the CO a moment, just blinking occasionally, then simply turns around to walk to the back::

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks over at the FCO:: FCO: beg your pardon Lt.?

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: Not yet...:: looks up at screen and back down at console::

CMO_Izartti says:
@Breen CO: I agree. Could you possibly summarize his goal to me. I was reading over it, but trying to focus on my task at hand here?

FCO_Soree says:
::snorts:: OPS: You may... sir.

CO_Weaver says:
COM:  Keorn:  You too.  Follow us in, but at a distance.  Stay out of their sensor range if you can.  OPS/FCO:  Miaek, send coordinates to the helm, and Mr. Soree, plot a 
course to take us to transporter range of that vessel so we can get the CMO out.

XO_Keorn says:
#COM: Mustang: I am broadcasting in visual if you can it may help us coordinate

Host BreenCaptain says:
@CMO: The objective will be in sight in a short time.

OPS_Miaek says:
::sends the coords of the ship to the FCO's console::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Course plotted sir... going in at max warp?

CMO_Izartti says:
@Breen CO: The Federation Starbase?

XO_Keorn says:
#COM: Mustang: Understood I will follow your lead

MO_Brooks says:
::Reaches the back and begins to drag a crate out of the medical ward::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Checks power levels::

CO_Weaver says:
::Adjusts the channel to broadcast in visual::  COM: Keorn:  All right.  All:  All hands, make ready.  We're going in.  ::Puts the helmet back on and nods to Soree::

OPS_Miaek says:
::begins getting a more clear location of the CMO as the ship gets closer::

Host BreenCaptain says:
@::somewhat confused::  CMO: That is only the temporary goal.

CMO_Izartti says:
@Breen CO: What is the long-term goal?

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  I've got a lock on the doctor sir

FCO_Soree says:
:: Accelerates to warp 5.6 toward the Breen fleet; then reaches down grabs helmet and puts it on.::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Puts on the helmet::

MO_Brooks says:
::Positions it somewhat haphazardly, then sits on the ground, leaning back against it.  Upon a moment's thought, yanks her hair loose so it's generally a tousled mess::

CO_Weaver says:
::Ponders it a moment, but decides on a beam-and-run::  OPS/FCO:  Get her out and make a run for it.

OPS_Miaek says:
::energizes the transporter::  CO: sir

FCO_Soree says:
CO: At max warp... will cut to impulse once we're within transport range and then will try to get out before we're fried.

Host BreenCaptain says:
ACTION: As the Breen Captain begins to respond to the CMO, she is beamed out to the Mustang

OPS_Miaek says:
CO:  We got her

CO_Weaver says:
::Turns fully to his station again and takes a deep breath, hoping to get the shields up as soon as the CMO is back::  FCO:  As long as the transition is quick, that's all 
we need.  ::Hears the transporter begin to whine down::

Host BreenCaptain says:
ACTION: Immediately after the transport, the entire fleet raises shields

CMO_Izartti says:
@::feels the transporter catch her...  wonders where she'll be now::

FCO_Soree says:
::Drops to impulse; hears the OPS and goes to warp 5.6 at 90 degrees to Breen heading::

XO_Keorn says:
#::Targets Breen shield generators and fires full spread::

CO_Weaver says:
::Raises shields::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: I think we've ticked them off, all ship's have raised shields

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Max warp... trying to get outside their disruptor range.

Host Regin says:
ACTION: Despite the reaction, the fleet stays on course

FCO_Soree says:
::Yanks off helmet and slings it to the deck::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~OPS:  Steady~~~

CMO_Izartti says:
::Sees the inside of the Mustang, turns to the back of the ship & lightly bangs fist on the wall::

CO_Weaver says:
All:  Looks like they're holding off...  Self:  I don't like that.

XO_Keorn says:
#Copilot: Deploy tri-phasic shields and ablative armor

MO_Brooks says:
::Watches the CMO--at least, she hopes the CMO--reappear on the Mustang.  Stands up and grabs her tricorder, making her way to the "Breen" CMO, but jumping 
back, mildly startled at her reaction::

OPS_Miaek says:
::reaches for head again:: Self:  Voices......

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Resetting heading for SB 412.

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: Will she stay together awhile or do I have to drop from 5.6?

Host Regin says:
ACTION: The trailing Breen ship launches a torp spread at the Klingon shuttle, just enough to knock it off course and away

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: Same course and speed Lt.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Incoming...

CO_Weaver says:
*MO*  We're clear.  Check on the CMO please.  FCO:  We should be all right on maximum warp, at least for awhile.

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Torpedo at the Klingon.

MO_Brooks says:
::Runs a quick surface scan, keeping a meter or two from the CMO, to ascertain the person's actual race, then steps a bit closer in:: CMO: Something wr--::Hears the cortical monitor's monitor alarm begin to sound::

XO_Keorn says:
#::rocking with the blast:: Copilot:  Keep us on course with the shuttle

CMO_Izartti says:
::takes off her helmet & puts it on top of the medical crate... then steps off the transporter area::

Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Triton Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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